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BACKGROUND At this time, advertisements can be found anywhere. Not just where a lot of people are gathered or in crowds, at any intersection the advertisement can be found. Advertisements are made in such a way to attract the attention of consumers. Not just by displaying the product, the recent advertisement creates a storyline that contains many hidden messages and direct messages to consumers. Many things can be interpreted not just as product advertisements to sell but also messages for everyone.

METHOD For the research, I use qualitative method. The source data is only from Dove Love Your Curls advertisement. After collecting the data, I examine and analyze the data with related theories. Then, I present the result of the analyses of the data.

BENEFITS This research is expected to be useful for those who want to obtain or increase their knowledge about semiotics that contained in advertisement. The result of this research is expected to improve knowledge and interest of its readers to learn more about linguistics especially about semiotics.

RESEARCH FINDINGS Semiotics in advertisement, Saussure’s signification method, and theory used to reveal the message in Dove Love Your Curls advertisement.

CONCLUSION Dove shows to every curly haired person who does not like their hair, that curly hair can be healthier and more beautiful than straight hair. How can curly hair look more beautiful? Dove product is the solution. Dove shows that if people show how they love their curly hair, then other people who have curly hair will love their hair as well.
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